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INTRODUCTION
Even since the beginning of crossbreeding, researchers have made great effort in search of a
way to predict heterosis or performance of crosses. However, it still seems that there is a far
way to go. Traditional test of crosses have been utilized to evaluate the combining ability of
particular stocks, but they are costly in time and resources. Estimation of heterosis using
genetic distance based on isozymes was reported with varied success (Price et al., 1986;
Lamkey et al., 1987; Cepica, 1995).

Molecular typing methods provide an opportunity for estimating relatedness within and among
strains based on DNA variation, and they seem to be the methods of choice in predicting
heterosis of traits of economical importance. Haberfeld et al. (1996) found an inverse
relationship between DFP bandsharing level of parents and heterosis in their offspring in
poultry, revealing the usefulness of DFP in predicting heterosis. In animals, the RAPD
technique was used to estimate genetic variation within and among populations (Williams et
al., 1990; Smith et al., 1996), and to develop genome maps (Levin et al., 1993). 

The objective of the present research was to examine the practical aspects of biochemical and
RAPD markers in predicting heterosis for traits of economical importance in commercial
animals. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals and performance records.  The trial pigs were sampled from 5 pure- and crossbred
populations denoted as D×D, D×(L×W), W×(L×W), L×W, and (W×D) ×(L×W), 20 from each
stock, where D, L, and W represented Duroc, Landrance, and Large White pigs respectively.
Growth related performance was recorded individually. 

A total of 580 grand parental birds of X layers were included in this survey. Births from eight
lines, namely A, B, C, D, A’, B’, C’, and D’, were individually recorded for laying-related
performance, which included age at first egg (AFE), hen-housed egg production up to 40
weeks of age (HHP40), hen-housed egg production up to 60 weeks of age (HHP60), egg
weight at onset of lay (EWT1), egg weight at 36 weeks of age (EWT36), body weight at onset
of lay (BWT1), and body weight at 36 weeks of age (BWT36) for layers, and daily gain (DG),
feed: gain ratio (FGR), dressing percentage (DP), and backfat thickness (BFT) for pigs.
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Biochemical Assay and RAPD Analysis.  A 1-mL sample of heparized blood was obtained
from each bird and stored at 4 ºC for future assay. The assay of blood group and
polymorphism of serum proteins and enzymes was previously described by X.L. Wu et al.
(1997) and X.C. Liu et al. (1998). A total of 23 alleles at 8 biochemical loci were included in
this evaluation.

Genomic DNA was isolated from each pig ear sample by conventional method (Sambrook et
al., 1987). Amplification reactions with 10-mer random primers, OPA-15 and OPA-19, were
carried out in a final volume of 25 µL which contained 2 units of Taq DNA polymerase, 2.5
µL 10×buffer, 2.5mM MgCI2, 33ng random primer, and 100 ng DNA template. The PCR
thermal file was: pre-denaturation at 94 ºC for 2.5 min, 40 cycles of denaturation at 94 ºC
(90sec), annealing at 36 ºC (90sec) and elongation at 72 ºC (150sec), and post-elongation at 72
ºC for 5min. The amplification products were resolved on a 1.5% (w/v) agrose gels, stained
with ethidium bromide, and photographed under ultraviolet light. 

Statistical Analysis.  Genetic distance based on biochemical markers was estimated following
the modified Rogers’ distance (MRD) equation (Rogers, 1972):
    MRDij = [(∑qik-qjk)2]1/2/21/2n
where qik represent frequency of the kth gene for ith population. 

To assess genetic relationship of parental populations, percent difference (PD) of RAPD
profiles amplified from pooled DNA was calculated using the formula suggested by
Gilbert(1991):
    PD = Fab /( Fa + Fb )
where Fab is the number of DNA bands uncommon to the pigs of group a and b; Fa and Fb are
total number of the bands possessed by the pigs of group a and b, respectively. 

Average band sharing (ABS) was similarly computed with RAPD bands as below:
    ABS = F’ab /( Fa + Fb )
where F’ab is  the number of DNA bands common to pigs of group a and b.

A linear model was employed to estimate regression coefficients of performance (P) or
heterosis (H) of crosses on MRD, PD, and ABS, respectively.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Association of cross performance with parental marker genetic distance in poultry.
Association of cross performance with parental marker distance varied with traits in these
poultry populations. For example, regression coefficients of cross performance on parental
marker genetic distance were of statistical significance for egg production, egg weight at 36
weeks of age, and body weight at onset of laying (p<0.05), but parental genetic distance
showed no significant association with cross performance such as age at first egg, egg weight
at onset of laying, and body weight at 36 weeks of age (table 1). Inverse correlations were
found between parental distance and HHP40, HHP60, EWT1, EWT2, and BWT36.
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However, favorable heterosis of crosses was consistently associated with large parental marker
distance (Table 2). Heterosis estimates were positively associated with parental distance for
egg production, egg weight, and body weight, and negatively associated with age at first egg
(p<.05). 

Table 1. Regression (bP.MRD) of cross performance on parental marker distance (MRD) in
poultry populations A

                      Performance of crosses
Traits      -----------------------------------------------                bH.MRD     SE    Pr>|T|
                 AB         CD         A’B’        C’D’
MRD     0.0587    0.3261    0.1114      0.3046          
AFE        156.6     159.0     155.8        158.2                        9.88      3.11    0.087
HHP40    113.7     107.8     114.6       108.7                     -24.60*    4.82    0.036
HHP60     220.9     209.5     223.2      211.7                    -47.57*   10.69    0.047
EWT1       46.5      46.2       49.6        49.3                         - 0.38     9.42    0.972
EWT36     60.9      59.8       60.6        59.5                        - 4.72*    0.87    0.032
BWT1    1792.7    1877.7    1831.6    1898.5                 334.68*    75.26   0.047
BWT36  1941.8    1936.7    1919.2    1924.2                   - 8.65     54.90    0.889
 * P<0.05

Association of cross performance with RAPD-based percent difference (PD) or average
band sharing in commercial pigs.  RAPD-based parental percent difference (PD) and
average band sharing (ABS) level of pig crosses were not predictive of heterosis of crosses,
possibly because of the large variation observed in the regression of heterosis on PD and ABS
(Table 3). This, however, was not an evidence that RAPD markers were no promising for
predicting heterosis in animals, but rather a suggestion that, to ensure a good prediction,
choosing proper populations might be equally important as choosing types of markers.

Table 2. Regression (bH.MRD) of heterosis (H) on parental marker distance (MRD) in
poultry populations

                                       Heterosis of crosses, %
    TraitsA         ------------------------------------------------------       bH.MRD         SE              Pr>|T|                             

                         AB              CD            A’B’          C’D’
MRD 0.0587 0.3261 0.1114 0.3046
AFE - 1.27 - 7.42 -1.19 - 5.62 - 22.60* 3.92 0.029

HHP40 2.78 16.43 1.37 15.70 58.41* 9.80 0.027
HHP60 2.18 13.71 1.30 15.76 53.93* 10.65 0.037
EWT1 0.96 2.87 0.54 2.48 7.99* 1.58 0.038

EWT36 0.06 4.62 1.41 3.58 15.03* 1.96 0.017
BWT1 0.96 5.24 1.07 5.67 18.68* 2.61 0.019

BWT36 1.21 5.85 1.23 6.49 20.74* 3.31 0.025
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 * P < 0.05. 

Table 3. Regression of heterosis on RAPD-based percent difference (bH.PD) and average
band sharing (bH.ABS) in pigs

                             Daily gain     Feed:gain ratio    Dressing percentage       Backfat thickness 
Percent difference 
  (bHG)                    0.2665               0.1236                      0.2759                          -0.3546
  Std. Error            0.8812               0.4408                      0.2319                            0.6933
  Pr > |T|                0.8131              0.8259                       0.4450                            0.6990
Average band sharing 
  (bHA)                  111.26              -147.56                         25.01                          - 368.72
  Std. Error          237.99                119.05                         62.62                            187.25
  Pr > |T|              0.7216                0.4322                       0.7581                            0.2991
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